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WEAK INTERACTIONS AND GAUGE THEORIES 

Mary K. Gaillard 
Fermilab and LAPP, ‘4n”ecY-le-Vie”n 

I shall report an the Star".5 of rtle electroveak 
gauge theory, also known as qunnrum ssrhenodynamics 
(QAD: ascheno = weak). TLe major result is that the 
st3"dard'*2 ws-CI?! mode1 describes fhe data wall. 
although one should SLill lOOk for signs of further 
complexity and better C‘z.LS Of irs gauge rheory aspect. 
A second important reau1r is that the measured values 
of rhc ctlree basic CO" ling co"Sta"LS af present energy 
Physics, g,, s and 5 3 g’ of W(3), x su(2)2 x U(l), sp 
are camparible with the idea chat these i"ceraceio"s 
are unified at high energies as will be discussed by 
Wilczek. x.osr of my talk Will be devoted LO open 
quesrions. we k"0" little ab,,t the Higgs *eCf"r of 
the theory. We know something about the fermian sectc,r, 
bur we don't understand it. i(e know little abour the 
origin of CP violation. Sune of the dnewers to these 
questions may be bidden in the very high energy regime 
Of the theory, but we must exploit dS best we Ccl" our 
lau energy laborarories. One imporcanr endeavor is to 
measure accurately the ParaneLers available to us by, 
for example, studies of b and hopefully 500" c-quark 
decay, and also by faking a harder look at CP violacian 
in the neutral kaon system. There is a body of weak 
interaction data chat has been available co US for 
many years but never fully understood, namely non- 
leptonic weak decay anplitudes. P4e.d data is becdming 
available with the measured decays of the R- and 
charred particles, and we can ask whether the cedmo- 
logy Of gauge theories allows a better underscandfng of 
these processes. This field has see" renewed activity, 
much of it centered around penguinolagy. Since the 
penguin diagram Will appear at various places in my 
talk. I define it at Lhe O"CSeL in Fig. 1. 

WEAK 

Fig. 1 penguin Diagram 

1. The status of q4D 

Acc"m"larf"g experimerrll data has been sreadlly 
confirming the standard model of the electroweak 
ioreracfions. Fits m the data with the exception of 
atomic PhYSICS results. are *howl in Fig. 2. The 
Striking succe*s of the modei is besL illustrared by 
the eseentialiy unconstrained fit' in the top half of 
the figure. A vector-axial vector current-current 
inCeractio* was assumed; the factorization hypothesis 
is necessary for combining electron-deuterium data with 
neu;rino data, b"C was also independently checked. me 
Only orher assumprion was equality of strange and down 
quark couplings, which plays a minor role in the analy- 
sis. The co"Pli"&Ys are normalized so chat the neutrino 
coupling Jo and the electron zaial vector coupling 9: 
are 1 and l/2, respectively in the sran*arcl mdrl. The 
remaining parameters relevant to the u.d and e couplings 
are displayed so that the ploceed data points measure 
the weak angle in the standard model. In other words, 
they should be equal and lie at a valu'e be%Gcen zero 

and one if the standard model is correct. Considering 
char rhey could take a priori any values, the resuic 
is impressive. The lower half of Fig. 2 shovs fits'~" 
to the SU(Z)L x U(1) node1 wirh no assumption a" the 
tliggs str"cc"re (open circles, and assuming weak iso- 
doublet Higgs mulriplets(Clased circles) which constrains 
the overall normalization of the "eucrnl current Fermi 
coupling. The last two points are from the Peking- 
Fermilab "e e1ascir scattering data' and the e1ecrron- 
deuterium data6 presenred at Chii conference. The 
shaded bar represents the predicLia"'S3 ,for sinze, if 
the electro-weak and SLrOng interactions become uni- 
fied, assuming that "0 new physics enters in such a 
'JaY as Co modify the coupling constant evolution prior 
Co the unificarion energy, and that <he strong inter- 
action coupling strength is characterized by .\ % 
0.5 GeV as extracted9 from deep inelastic lepton- 
nucleon scartering data. 

The conclusion to be dra;m from the data poinrs 
of Pig. 2 is that neutral current transitions a~ 
present energies are described by the simple faur- 
fermion coupling 

% k& = - (1; - sin2ew Qj2 
/s 

(1.1) 

as written h.m' by Weinberg and Slam. In addition. 
although the results are less precise, data from borh 
neutrino-induced dilepfon production" and the srudy 
of charmed particle decays" strongly sugges< rhn: the 
charged charm-changing current is the one wri~te" doim' 
by Glashow. Iliopaulos and Maiani: A V-A current 
satisfying a AC = W rule and dominated by Ac - LS 
franeition.. If these two stateme"cs are correct :hey 
imply that the weak interacrfo" couplings are those of 
a renormalinable theory", and moreover they have the 
simplest possible form comoatible with renorm3iizability. 
Are there other possibilities? An obvious modificacio" 
compatible with the data is 

suq x U(1) x G (1.2) 

where G is a" arbitrary group under which ordinary 
parCicles are invariant. This hypothesis is "ac as 
Content-free as it may s&m because intermediate boson 
mixing could lead to unexpected structure in their 
propagacors'3. The data'* from PET&I so far shows no 
hint of such effects. A more popular alternative is 

SImL x su(z)R x U(1). (1.3) 

In this case the data is telling us that the effective 
Fermi c0"sta"t for SU(2)R is negligibly weak at present 
energies, which means 

% 
" wuL (1.4) 

Since most theorists believe anyway chat there are 
super heavy vect"r bosons in additi~" to the "mader- 
ately" heavy Wi and Z of SU(Z)L x U(l), this pnssibil- 
ity cannoC be dismissed. However, Lhe lesson of the 
data'*15 is chat if elecrraweak interac~tons are 
described by a ~aqe theory, the gauge group re1e~ar.r'~ 
at present energies is SU(Z)L x U(1). 

The quesrio" remains: is it a gauge theory"? 
All that has bee" confirmed so far is the strucrure(l.1) 
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Fig. 2 Fits co Neutral Current Data 

a) Unconstrained fit co neutral current couplings compared with 
srandard model predictions: *em (full squares) and sin2r3w (open squares). 

b) Fits to S”(Z),, x “(1) with p = GNC/GCC ““consrrai”ed (open circles) 
and with P - 1 (full circles). Multiple kroF bars separate statistical 
(systematic) and theoretical errors. The shaded bar allows unification with 
orrong inceracrions if h = 0.5 GeV. 

of the effecrive Fermi interaction. More direct con- 
firmation of the gauge theory aspect will come with the 
anticipated observation of rhe W* and 2 in pp colliders 
and possibly of their propagator effects” in PETRA 
and PEP. A crucial test of the gauge theory is the 
measurement of the vecmr boson self coupling vertex 
of Fig. 3 “hich probably m”st await a LEP 100. The 
primary motivation for believing in a gauge theory is 
Chat higher order effects are calculable. QAL! is a 
theory as respectable as QED. and ifs real test is the 
confronration of higher order effects with experiment. 
The need far such tests has been particularly empha- 
sited by Velrman, and considerable effort has been 
devoted”-” to the calcularion of observable devia- 
tions from the lowest order theory. The difficulty is 
that higher order corrections are dominated by soft 
photon effects which are simply proportional to the 
Born approximation result and are uninteresting from 
the standpoint of testing QAD. One has co look for 

a 

Fig. 3 Tri-“ector Coupling of QAD 

special cases where the Barn term is suppressed, so 
that “hard photon” corrections. which are inextricably 



tied togctller wick8 w and z exchange effects, may become 
observable. In e+c- * I1+c11- rlw lowest order -f and z 
exctlanpe diagrams interfere destructively I” ctL.2 for- 
ward direction at energies jwc below the 7. mass and 
in the backward direction just above. In these regions 
higher order “hard photon” or c&o effects became 
appreciable’~: 

AL&& = 0.3. 9cm = 200, Ecm = (73-80) Ce”(1.5) 

%arn 0.4, Ocm = 16W. E,, = (110-114) me” 

for e&a = 0.22 hich gi~es Mu = 90 w. hOther 
i*teres& proce552~ is e+e- * bh- where radiarive 
corrections are sensicivc to the Higgs mass. 1ncreas- 
ing tile tliggs mass from 10 to 1000 Ge” increases do Ao 
from about 6% LO 10% ac Ecm * 200 Ce”. A hi@,er or er 3 
q* Effect which might be obserable at lover energies 
is a” induced isosca1ar axial “ecfor component in ctle 
hadronic ““clear CYrre”t which is absent in lowest 
order in rile standard model. In ai.9 CaSe the effect 
is dominated by g1uon exchange effects2’, Fig. 4, but 
if ane Cd* isOlaCe the amplirude governed by the 
electron YeCtor coupling, barb tile Born rerm and the 
g1uon exchange effects are suppressed because of the 
suppression Of ctle elecCron “eCe.ar coupling 

(2.1) 

for a single muitip1er. but in the genera1 case vacuum 
expect‘lrions values need not be aligned in weak iso- 
spin space. Both of these augments can be evaded 
for multi-Higgs systems by imposing discreet symmetcies 
and/or a suirable choice of Higgs potential. ,,rguments 
foe more than one Higgs include a) the possibility of 
imposing discreet symmetries which restrict the fermion 
8.355 matrix and b) the possibility of “saft CP viola- 
tion” as a salucion to the “strong CP violation” pmb- 
km. These issues will be discussed in mre detsil 
below. If more than one Higgs daublet is infroduced, 
there are necessarily physical charged scalar particles, 
and the best way to decide the issue is to laok for 
their production in e+e- annihilation or in semi-weak 
decays’” like t * b + H+, which cauld camplete favor- 
ably” with tt + 3g in taponium decay. 

What can be Said shout the “iggs mass? If there 
is only one Higgs doublet, the p~cencial takes the 
form 

V(O) - -“21$12 + Al#14 + .41$14 en (/~12/m2) + . . . . . . 
(2.2) 

g; = 2sin2ew - l/Z (1.6) where the last term is the leadin 
& 

contribution from, 

for ~.3he~ of sin2av close t0 0.25. h this case the 
ra*iacive COrreCtio”S~6: A = O(g ( AZ). If A )) A 

QAD induced effects are faund to be” 
radiatfve corrections are negligible and the potential 
has a minimum at 

(,:-o), 4 (g;l)Bor” = .lO (1.7) 

In addition, Drecision meaSUreme”tS of the” an.3 z 

lOI2 I u2/2A 5 -.J- (2.3) 
Z&G, 

masses together with a detedmhn 0f au from 
the current stru~fure alone would derermine the devi- 

and the mass of the physical Higgs particle is 

ation from the standard model predicrion 4 = 4u2 - 2r2A/GF = T “w. (2.4) 

m2/mg0saw = 1 (1.8) which depends an the scalar self coupling srrengrh. 

which is also sensirive to radiative correctioas. 
If A gets too small. however, the radiative ccmrecrions 
dominate, and stability of the vacuum, “(<P) c”(O), 
X&Z& 

ee 
“H t 7 Ge”. (2.5) Z 

A- q 
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A smdler value is possible if rhe “observed” 
“aC*“m is only a local minim”m;fhen YaCUum tunneling 
is possible”, and the lifetime of the universe 
implieszg 

“H : 260 Hell (2.6) 

If A gets too large perturbation theory becomes 
inapplicable; requiring a convergent perturbaLive 
expansion gives bounds’” 

Fig. 4 Gluon exchange mechanism far induced 
isoscalar axial vector hadronic neutral current. “H 5 1 Te” (2.7) 

2. The Scalar nesan spectrum 

The experimental confirmation of rhe overall 
normalization of the neutral current coupling (1) tells 
us that the scalars which contribute to the W and Z 
mas5es are dadalets under weak isospi”. However, 
their number is arbitrary. There are philosophical 
arguments far and against a proliferation of Higg~ 
scalars. The assumption of a single Higgs doubler 
fmledintely insures a) natural suppression of flavor 
changing neutral current transitions and b) conser- 
vation oi elrcCric charge: the third axis in veali 
isospin space is defined so that 

A “natural value” (e.g. from an underlying super- 
syrmetry)relatin~ 4-point scalar and vectm couplings 
might be A = O(g ) in which case one would get 

% - “w’ (2.8) 

A recent guess for the Hlges ma*s is related t0 
the “hierarchy prahlem” in grand unified thearies. 
The symmetry breaking from the unified gauge group 
Gv down to the “abserved” exact symmetry goes in two 
skages 

” 
% 

+ W(3)= x su(2)L x U(l) ‘: su(3)c x wl)e,m.. 
(2.9) 
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characterized by the ratio 

vi!! - 10 -12 
(2.10) 

where Y and Y are the vacuuD expecti"" values of tile 
sca1nr fields which are responsible for the tW" stages 
of symmefry breaking. Since we CB""DL let A be 
arbiLrJrily large we necessarily have 

"2 <<< v2 (2.11) 

and a" atrraccive assumpcio" is chat s"me underlying 
principle diccares that u should vanish. Then there is 
no symnerry breakdom unless A 5 O(g*) in which case 
radiative CarrecLions daminare. In fact, ihe pnraneter 
A appearing in Eq. (2.2) is nor really a CO”SLa”T. but 
has an implicit dependence on m; m is an artificial 
norma11ration paramerer which cannot effect physics: 

awarn = 0 (2.12) 

Together with the knawn form of the radiative 
correcrions, Eq. (2.12) determines the m-dependence 
af A, defined for example by (u2 E 0): 

vtm, ? A(m)lg:4 + A1$14 en (m*/!n*) + . . . . (2.13) 

5" that i(m) is che effective scalar caupling, at [$I - 
m. since A a 0 ye ge~ aicm)iam > 0 so the if A = 
O(g’), say at a ma*s scale m = V characterisric of the 
first symmetry breakdorm, it will vanish at sane 
smaller value, m = v, as illustrated in Fig. 1. since 
the dependence is lagarithmic and A = O(gz) the ratia 

VIV = e -O(l/gZ) 

X(m) 

I V 

(2.14) 

J2 

rig. 5 Evolurio" Of the scalar self coupling c""sea"t 

can be quite small. Explicit calculation" shavs chat 
if the conditions " : 0 and i = O( 2, are met at the 
grand unification scale. Y = O(10 l! &"I, tile coupling 
A will vanish at the mass scale vbere.SU(Z)L x "(1) is 
known co break dcwn. In specific models studied3', the 
condition u E 0 is unnatural: radiarive corrections "f 
the type in Pig. 6 lead co a "arural mass scale uz - 
gw. Nevertheless one call speculate etlac "2 = 0 "" 
the grounds that this is more plausible (i.e. there is 
a further, unk"aM symmetry> than a """-zero value which 
is accidentally tiny with respect LO the unificacio" 
lnass scale. men at the SU(Z)L 7. O(1) level there are 
iI0 ""know" parameLers and the mas* of the Higgs 
particle is determined3a.'k: 

@-., 
W&X, 

0 
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/# 
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Pig. 6 Diagram contributing large mass term 
to Higgs doublet in GUTS. 

far sinZew = 0.20 if there are "0 heavy fernlions, 
rnf -%. This possibility is interesting in that it 
may be accessible to present eqxrimen~s and also 
because its pmximity in mass m the bb bound state 
system can lead-to interesting mixing effecrs3s~3* 
with a scalar bb state as illuscrated3* in Fig. i. 
The best ~"urce of such a particle would be in 
Coponium CT) radiative decay'6 should it be found 
at PETHA or PEP. Figure e sumarires theoretical, 
guesses af the Higgs mass in ferns of a probability 
disfributionzs; the drop-off below mH = 15 EL+" is the 
only constraint provided so far by experiment. 

.ot r 
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Fig. 7 Profile of a 10 de" Higgs'" 

%I atiZ $ = cm> 
= 10.4 Ge" (2.15) 

Y 



3. .ne Permian soectrum 

up co now there is very little understanding as to 
why there 1s a repetition of femians with identical 
quanrum numbers nor of the observed pnfcern of masses 
and mixing angles. I shall briefly review some of the 
argumenrs in the literature which aCtempt to limit the 
“umber of fermion generations or c” relate mass matrix 
parameters. 

3.1 Ho” many generations? mere are general 
arguments based 0” the requirement ttlac the Lheory be 
self-consistent and calculable in perturbation rlteory. 
Fermion doublets with lacpe mass splittings C?.” give 
large corrections, via the diagram of Fig. 9. co the 
mass relatiO” (1.81, which follows from the assumprion 
of weak isadoublet Hlg~s scalars, and insures the 
eqYalizy of the effective Fermi coYpli”gs for neutral 
and charged current interactions. The fits “f Fig. 1 
give 

1 - G,NC/C,CC : 0.04 (3.1) 

alloving two standard deuiarians, whereas the diagram 
of Fig. 9 induces a conrriburian” 

1 - CT/G? ) 0.05 (3.2) 

if there is a lepfo” doubler 

n 
‘L 

- 0, t 5 400 Ge” 

or a color triplet quark doublet 

(3.3) 

%* 
- l/3 Nt, ?‘I00 Ge” (3.3) 

This analysis gives the only firm baunds bared on data. 
but there are argumenrs based on the desired validity 
of perturbation theory, similar in the spirit r” the 
argument bounding the Higgs mass from above. For 
example unirarity breaks do”“” in the Barn approxima- 
tion in the fermian Higgs sector fpr fermian masses 
greater than a Te” because the fermi”“-Higgs coupling 
conscmt grows with Hf in rhe minimal (one Higgs) 
model. A better restricrion” comes from examining 
rhe fermian hap cantribucfon co the effective Higgs 
potential. The cmatanc A i* Eq. (2.2) is proportional 
to 

*=Ek 4 + 6s4 + 3HZ4 (3.4) 

PROBAEfL ITY (? ) 

(log _ c 

where Hw is the Higgs ma55 in the free approximation 
(2.4), and the baunds (2.5) and (2.6) were obtained 
neglecting passible heavy fermi”” contributians. F”r 
A C 0, the potential becomes negarive far large values 
of 141, so the vacuum would be unstable. Fr”m the 
““irarity bound (2.7), the condition A ) 0 gives 

Hf c 800 Ge” (3.5) 

far a heavy kpton. Tree Ynitarity anly restricts A ” 
16~: rhe nare stringent co”diCion A C 1 would give 

Mf ‘_ 135 Ge” (3.6) 

For a color triplet of quarks the bounds (3.5) and 
(3.6) are reduced by about 30%. and for n heavy 
fermions they are reduced by a factor ,-l/4. 

Further restrictions on the “umber af generarions 
are suggested by the study of grand unified theories 
(GUTS) Of strong and elect*mieak inreractions. I” 
W(5) the simplest assumption on the Higgs sector 
requires*0 

Mb - “T (3.7) 

in the symnecry limit. s)ametry breaking correc- 
~ions”~‘~“~ to (3.7) repraduce the “observed” mass of 
about 5 Ce” if 01ere are only three, or possibly four 
ge”eF3tiO”*. This is obviously model dependent; with 
a differenr “iggr multiplec one can impose 

Eb = l/3 MT (3.9) 

instead of (3.7); then five or six geneneratia”s*’ are 
required to get the desired value after renomalirarion. 
Another argument” is based on the scabilify of rhe 
prmon. The “umber of fermi”” generations daes nor 
affect significantly the rate at wt+cll the strong and 
electrove& coupling c”“sta”Cs c”me tagecher, hue it 
does affecr their comon value at the unificatian 
energy. Uirh more than 8 generations the coupling is 
sufficiently large that the proton decay is expected 
Co exceed the experimental limit” of abaur 10-301yr. 
Still in the c”ntex~ of W(5), one can dea.and*6 that 
the running coupling constants for both the Yukava Hf? 
couplings and the scalar self-coupling remain suffi- 
ciently ma11 (and A(m) > 0) rtlat ctle lowest order 
evolution equations remain a good approximation at 

IO GeV 

A 

scale) 

mH (MeV) 
Fig. 8 Theoretically inspired probability distribution for the Higgs mass” 
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Fig. 9 Potentially large radiative 
correcCio”s co fermi caupllng srrengch. 

energy scales up to the grand “nificarian mass: this 
restriction gives a 1imic of abour zoo ce” for both 
the kliggs and the top quark ~~5565. 

While such arguments do not provide rigorous 
limits, they strongly aggest Chat fermion generations 
should not keep duplicating rhemselves v1th the 
“canonical” maSS ratio of about three for each succes- 
sive generarim. For example. if we believe that 
radiative CorreCtlo” govern zhe *pootaneous breakdown 
Of S”(Z)g, x “(1) as discussed above, :: = A(“) = 0. the” 

?i = 0 in sq. (3.4) and rhe stability cc’ndition A > 0 
gives 

Ht c 80 a”; (3.10) 

and tagether with the experimental limit Mt 2 15 GeV 
implies char a new generarim would have to satisfy 

15 G”” I”,, b, L 5 10 Ce” (3.11) 
, . 

so chat the empirical factor of rhree rule would not 
allo” it. 

A final ar@ment from astrophysics” is based on 
the helium abundance of the universe and limits the 
number of quasi-massless. weakly coupled neutrino 
helicity scats (not including their anri-particles) co 
Ehree or possibly four, as long as there is not a large 
v-G aspmlecry. This provides a meaningful limit In the 
Context of SO(S), for example, which predicts only 
massless neutrinos and a v-v asYraa?~rY “f the same 
order as the observed baryon n&her a;ymmetry of 
(lo-10 - 10-8) per photon. 

3.2 can we ca1cu1ace fermion m.355 matrices? 
Unified rtleories “f weak and strong interactions group 
quarks with leptms into larger multiplets and for 
simple Yukawa couplings their masses may be related in 
the symmerry limit. AS mentioned above, the simplest 
l+iggs structure in suts) leads co the relation 

n 
q(-l/3) - %(-I) (3.12) 

for each generation. If there are exactly three 
generations symmetry breaking effects modify (3.12) co 
g*"e*'.'."~ 

b$, = (4.8 - 5.6) ce" (3.13a) 

MS = (0.4 - 0.5) Ge" (3.13b) 

%‘%)bare - “,‘EL (3.13.z) 

Eq. (3.13a) is generally regarded a* a S”CCBSS, the 
success of (,.13b, is controversial. an.3 there is a 
definite problem WiLb (3.13c) since rtle “bare” or 
“current” quark ratio is believed co be 1120 based on 
FCAC analyses*a. On the other hand, “a one believes 
thar W(5) is a complete theory and any ma11 external 
s.“Yrce of mass “““Id cantribute to the tiny e and d 
.%wse* so a* to change (,.l,C, without significanrly 
modifying the other results. 

what about the other e1emencs in the fermion mass 
matrices? W(5) (nor, to my knowledge. any proposed 
phenomenol"gicaily acceptable embedding Of S"(5) in a 
larger gauge group) has nothing to say abour the mass 
=aCio~ of charge +2/3 to charge -113 quarks. mars 
ratios berween generarians, nor generalized (complex) 
Cabibbo angles. These parameters are not determined 
by grand unificacian alone. 

It has been observed by several auth”rs”s.s0.5’ 
that a wrricular form of the mass matrix, e.g. 

oao 
H- sob 

t ) 
obc 

(3.14) 

in the three generation case, yields after diagonal- 
Ization a well *“own52 ptlenameno1ogica1 re1acion for 
the Cabibb” angle: 

4 = YP*) current. (3.15) 

Using (3.14) one gets for the top quark mass 

My = Mp”Mc/MdMa)1’2. (3.16) 

There is considerable uncertainty as to what values 
should be used for the masses on the right hand side 
Of (3.16). b"C a j"diCiO"8 choice gives 

n, = 3% 

a result which was also the popular guess based “n 
numerology.~ It is %enerally speculated that a form 
like,(3.14) might arise from some d$acreet or possibly 
continuous symmeery which could be imposed “” the 
Yukawa couplings of Higgs isodoublecs to fermi”““. 
However, if the elecrroveak gauge theory is SIJ(~)~ x 
U(1). Lhere is a general theorems3 which states that 
there is no discreer or ~onffnuous spmcry which 
allows a non-trivia1 prediction (Bc # 0, 7) for tile 
Cabibb” angle if flavor changing neutral curre”t 
couplings are naturally suppressed. The difficulry in 
imposing the 1atrer CriCerion CQmes from the appearance 
of flavor changing neutral “igas cauplings”, inducing 
for example KL + p+&r via the diagram of Fig. 10. 
These effects can be made arbitrarily small, however, 
by letting the relevanr Higgs masses get arbitrarily 
large; in a mulri Higgs model rhls is p”.sibles5 with- 
o”t encountering the strong coupling disease discussed 
in the previous sect%““. 

Finally, ““e can impose discreer symmetries on rhe 
Yukawa couplings of grand unified theories. Since 
rtlis necessarily implies a Higgs sector more complex 
than the simplest passible choice, one can arrange 
couplings so Lhat they ntic only produce “nev” relaeions 
like (3.15) and (3.16) but also “improve” the “old” 
ones, qs. (3.13). I” parricular56 couplings can be 
arranged so that (3.13a) remains unchanged, the right- 
hand side of (3.13b) is divided by 3. and the right- 
hand side of (3.13~) is multiplied by 9. modifications 
which give better accord with theoretical prejudice. 



TO illustrate the $yera, theoretical ipnorance 
concerning the fermion “859 matrix, Fig. I1 shows a 
histoqram of ~redicti”“~~~~~‘~~’ which have appeared 
in the liierorure for the mass region of tt onia and 
naked top threshold. Results” from the four high 
energy data points at PETSA exclude the region below 
about 30 CeY, but it is e~ill possible that same data 
points lie herwee* the toponium l- ground *Lace and 
bare top Chreshold. To gi”e an idea of rhe mass scale 
which remains to be scanned, the lovesr upper bound 
on the rap mass comes from the assumption that W(2), 
x U(1) breaking arises from radiative corrections 
(A = 0) LO the “iggs potential, giving eq. (3.10). 

4. CP Violario” 

The origin of CP violation is not yet understood 
and the mysrefy has only deepened with fbe disc”verys8 
that QCD contains a potential source of strong CP 
violation. I shall briefly rwlew theoretical and 
phenomenological aspects of the problem. 

4.1 why is CP violation weak? Nan-perturbacive 
phenomena contribute a” effective term co the QCD 
ldgra*gia*: 

Lqa 3 e 2 2 Fi “Y “U 
which is odd under both paritz and CP, *here F;, is the 
glum field strength censor, F its dual and 8 ie en a 
priori arbitrary parmerer. Present limits” an the 
ne”frOn electric dipole mome*t restrict the parameter 
0 to be very sma1160, 

a 5 a few x 10-g. (4.2) 

and the puzzle” is: what makes it small? There are 
several alternative viewpoints. 

a) 8 is identically zero. This can be assured 
by imposing an extra chiral (i.e. helicify-dependent) 
global ey,,met~y~~ on fermi”” couplings in addition to 
the local gauge symmetry. Within rhe context of the 
standard model this requires either the existeece of 
the sxior~~~ or one massless quark, the most plausible 
possibility being M. = 0. Both these possibilities are 
disfavored ~hen”menolo~ically6’ unless the Riggs 
oecmr is contrived so chat the axion mass gets large 
a,;:* couplings to ordinary particle* remaining 

b) 0 is small and finire (i.e. calculable). The 
problen is that even if one sets 8 - 0 in the QCD 
Lagrangia”, the weak source of CP “ioletion, which 
necessary exists to account for the observed CP 
violation in the neutral kaon system, will in general 
generate a “on-zero 0 via radiarive corrections which 
are infinite unless the s~urce~~ of CP vlalatian is 
“safe”, which means that the original CP violating 
term in rhe Lagrvngian has dimension 2 2 as does a 
scalar mass term: 

Lpf - 9: LI:, m, (4.3) 

A possible objection Co this possibility is char soft 
CP violarion disappears ac high energies, rhus invali- 
daring recenf conjectures6’ that the combined features 
of CP violaria” and bar,.“” number violation in unified 
rheories allow an understanding of rhe observed baryon 
number asymmetry of the universe; this mechanism 
requires CP violaring forces to play a role at super- 
high temperatures after the big bang when baryo” 
number violating forces were imp”r+xnr. However, it 

has recently bee” shown” chat a certain class of soft 
CP violating models allows a choice of couplings such 
that CP violecion does remain important at high 
Lemper.~tures. These models hove a definite predicfion: 
there met be severai Higgs multiplets with mess 
% 2 ‘5. 

C) B is small and infinite. The point is that 
just as coupling Constance run, the paremater a else 
runs. Any unspecified paramerer in the rheory has 
infinite radiative corrections which ere absorbed by 
defining the parameter at some renormalization poinr 
specified in terns of exrernal momenta. If the theory 
I* renomalirable the value at any ocher point is 
finite and calculable in terms of the first. In the 
standard Kobayaski-Maskava(iC\I) models’ of CP violation, 
if B is specified at A, ehe” for a momentum relevant to 
the neutron one finds’0 

H 
ecM”bacn, - $%“$,’ + CM 1 ‘g 

f$12a7 
en en/M”, - o(lo-16) 

Y Y 
18 (4.4) 

as long as A c e 10 Ge”. Few theorists believe that 
the presently know” intecacrions describe all of 
pareicle physics. IC may well be that the symmetry 
principle which sets 0 = 0 is spontaneously broke” at 
some superhigh energy, plausibly the Planek mass. If 
we sef e@$,’ = 0, there is no strong CP violation 
problem in the standard model which is in fact bercer 
off than come soft CP violation models which give 
8 = o(lo-7). 

4.2 The Kobayashi-Maskava model. In the 
standard model CP vfolation can appear in the Yukawa 
couplings of the W(Z),, x U(1) symmetric Lagrangian; 
after eymmetry breaking and dia~onaliration of the 
fermion mes* matrix the CP “iolafing term is trans- 
ferred to the gauge couplings of fernions to the 
charged vector bosom and appears via complex gener- 
alired Cabibb” angles. In the six flavor model. the 
Cabibbo matrix can be expressed in terms of four 
observable parameters: 

5 33 SlS3 

UC = 

i 

-slc* C1C2C3-s2s3e C1C2S3+S2C3e 
16 

(4.5) 

5% -C1S2C3-c2s3e 
is 

where Ci Z c”s~~. 
(4.5) can be approximated by 

8 
ub 

e ) ;e ZEc’ cb us (4.6) 

1 

mixing angles 
SiE siz18~. In the limit of small 

uc=[zI ;;I l6 

-C1S2SfC2C3e 
1 
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where Bc is rhe Cabibb” angle and the Bqs’ are related 
by unicarity constraints as implied by the form (4.5). 
Both intuition and rhe data suggest that quarks couple 
preferentially to “nearest neighbors” in mass: 

b,l. I$<d/ 5 e: 
(4.7) 

Wcbl = lacs I 5 ec 

For exaVh, the ex$erime”tal success of Cabibbo 
universality 

(v:, + (UC);* = 1 (4.8) 

limits” ehe allowed value of 3ob. The most recent 
e”alysiS” gives 
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Fig. 11 Predictions for Toponium Mass 

I I aub/8us = 0.28 2.;; (4.9) 

The t quark coupliogs enter F* low energy phenomenology 
only through virtual effects like Che KL-~ mess differ- 
ence, Fig. 12. 

Fig. 12 Coneributions CO the K,,t-KS mess difference. 

Since the original es~imates'~ of rhe charmed quark 
mass based on Fig. 12 wirhout rhe f concributian turned 
out to be in the right ball park, one doesn't expect'* 
that the t-quark conrributian can be TO" important. 
Several analyses'~ have recently been performed which 
attempt to extract the quantity IS,, B:dl as .a func- 
tion of the top quark mbse.. However, these are fraught 
with uncertain~iee in the marrix element of the effec- 
tive four quark operator "brained from Fig. 12, the 
strong interaction corrections co the free quart 
diagram in the 1"" momentum region Of iaCegraCio*, and 
the value of the charmed quark mass which should be 
used in the Feynnan integral. A new limit on the 
top quark couplinKs has recently been obrained’6 from 
the decay rate far KL * u+u-, Fig. 13. Vhile Ihis 
process was largely at the origin of the GIM mechanism, 
cancellation betwe: Figs. 13a and 13b resulted in only 
a poor limit". !I, . 9 Ce", on the charmed quark maes 
a*d so it was farpotcen. Yowever, we already !a""'* 
LhaL Mt ) 9 CeV. and precisely because the c concri- 
buti"" is unimporrant the calculation is rather insen- 
sitive co uncerLainties related co M, and low mamencum 
concribucions, in addirion to the fact chat there is 
no m.strLc elemenr uncertainly in Che short distance 
approximation. Shrock and Veloshin find: 

0.06 = (0.38)’ 

(4.10) 

where the last inequality corresponds to Mt ) 15 GeV. 

4.3 Phenomenology. The only measured CP viola- 
ting effect is in the neutral kaon syerem, and the 
present data are compatible with the "super weak" 
model" which means that CP violation is confined to 

@-ii0 mixing. In the K-H model the K"-T(O mixing 
diagram of Fig. 12 is complex if 6 # 0, II in the 
Cabibb" matrix (4.5). Gilman and Wise'8 recently 
pointed out that if penguin diagrams are important in 
K-decay, CP violation in rhe K + 2~: decay amplitude 
may give an observable deviation from the 
super weak model vie the diagram of Fig. 14. There are 
three amplitudes relevant co the analysis of CP viola- 
tion in K + 2s: 

Am=A(K”+-t”), $=A[K*‘(2n)I=O], A~-A[K-(~T~)~=~I (4.11) 

One can always choose a phase covenrion so that one of 
these amplitudes is real, and the standard choice is 
the W-Yang (WY) convention" which defines A" es real: 

(ImA")wu E 0 (4.12) 

The parameter h is related to che phase of +,: 

(4.13) Em z 
(In A*& 

An. 

and E* is related to the phase of A2: 
(Im A2)Wy 

IE-1 z -yq-- (4.14) 

0 

In the super weak model, E- - 0, end the CP violating 
paramefer~measured in K-decay is n+ = 'lo" = E = 

(Em//T) e' ni4. In zhe I(M model with the phase conven- 
Cion used in Eq. (4.5). CP violatton occurs in the 
dI - 112 amplitude Ao: (Im A2)KH = 0. 

Redefining the amplitudes to match rhe Vu-Yang 



Fig. 13 Contributions to 5 * us- 

Fig. 14 Diagram~concributing to cr # 0 

(Arg A2)eFI=-(A=g A,&,. (Am A,J~y=Ltrg ~+ZArg A&, 

(4.16) 

we get (for small CP violation) 

,$, L ,> .gJ ,(gt + 2%) / = 

0 0 m 0 I 

;;~~;~;;~-o;~;8~ 

where the two groups have calculated the effective 
Fermi coupling of the penguin operator of Fig. 14 to 
a11 orders I” W0leading iogs, and differ only in chew 
evaluation of its importance in the K * 2:~ transition. 
The cw evaiuacion avoids an esrimate Of the operator 
marrix ehnenr but requires trusting the leading log 
approximation ac low momentum trans:er and needs an 
a Priori estimate of the importance of Fig. 14 in the 
K + 277 decay rates. The GP estimate avoids the last 
fW” problems, using only the experimenca1 decay rates 
and an evaluation of high ~omencu~, gluon corrections 
to Pig. 14, but requires the knowledge of the matrix 
elemenr. My ovn prejudice is that the CP evaluarion 
is more rea1isric. If ele result is anywhere in the 
ranges given in Eq. (4.17) the next ex~eriroence7 should 
be able to derect a deviation from super weak theory; 
ctle present dam canscrain~~ IC’/E/ 2 1150~. 

Another observable source Of CP “iolaCion may be 
the neutral B-meson system. P-P mixing may be 
appreciable because, as for kaons and unlike O’s, the 
Cabibbo allowed ~ransiLio* b * t is kinematfcally 

and a lepton charge asymetry would signal CP viola- 
tio”‘*.8* 
gives’s . 

A recent analysis wiehin the K-N model 

‘Pp < ii:;; $1 ;;;; 
i 

(4.19) 

assuming Yt - (Z-30) Ge”. Bbu/Bs, = (O-0.5) and using 
further constraines on the ei, exeracred’5 from a*. 
Generally mixing effects increase as the c ma55 is 
increased bur CP violating effects decrease (because 
for large Ht the CP “IDlaCion in etle mass matrix 
dominates and the so-i0 system becomes effectively 
super veak). In addition the effects may be larger 
than (4.19) if the phase 6 in (4.5) is larger than 
values euggesred by the uncerrainly fraught analyses ~of 

%- It has alao bee” pol”nted oUtg6 ctlac diagrams 
analogous to Fig. 14 can interfere with the usual V-A 
four fermi effective operztar to give CP violating 
effects in charged B-decays; then one could get hadron- 
anti-hadron symmetries in one-parricle-inclusive 
measurements: 

e+e-+B+B-+X+h+X (4.20) 

Clearly ttle*e experiments will be difficult. I” par- 
ricular the process (4.18) has an imppartan~ background 
from cascade decays” 

e+e- * FPg :,‘. e-e- + x (4.21) 

WiChout BZ mirinq. However, I think ic is inpartant co 
look for any asymmetries in particle-antip~rcicle 
spectra above B?i threshold. since ihis mighr be the 
iirsc observed effect of CP violation outside the 
aeutra1 kaan system. 

5. Decay Dynamics 

The parameters OF the K-M matrix (4.5) cculd be 
furrher pinned dcwn b” a measurement Of the B life- 
time. Neglecting scrbng i”Ceractio” effects 
gives’*.“: 

-1 
TB = 5rp 

0 

“b 5 Lgc F(mJ%) + eiul 

pof; .&:p ebc = et, eba = ef 
Inaccessible and the GIN mechanism, exact if Mt = M, = 
\, is badly broken: 21 
dileptons may not be in requenc above BB threshold in E 

>> ?lb )> H,e,.e Then same sign &ho’5 set-1; Bh”, ebc < 1 

e+e- annihila~io”: where the V-A phase space factor is 

(5.1) 



for re=sa”nble values of mc and rab. Published limicssa 
give only 

-1 
TB ? 109 see 

-1 
(5.2) 

but better limits should soon be forthcoming from PETRA. 

I” order co take the esrimate (5.1) seriously, we 
have LO beliwe that the approxilca~io” of a freely 
decaying q”ark 15 a good one. :t is. therefore, appro- 
priate LO ask hov well the =ame approximati”” works for 
charmed ~arcicle decays, and more generally how well 
non-leptanic decay dynamics is undersco,,d. 

5.1 I”Cl”Si”e O-decay. I” the free quark model, 
Fig. lOa, the inclusive-semi-lepconic branching ratio= 
are predicted to be 

B(e) = B(U) - zoz. (5.3) 

Hard glue” corrections to rhe “on-lepronic weak vertex, 
Fig. 10b. m”dify this resulrBg~‘O 

B(e) = ecu, = 10x. (5.4) 

‘The same model gives predictions for the cotal decay 
width and the i"clusive =emilePt"nic decay spectrum, 
but these are se"=itive CO the effects af hard glue” 
bremssrrahlu”gg’, Fig. 16, and ""certainties in the 
quark m==s=s NC and N=, which largely cancel o,,c in the 
branching rario (5.4). One awr0acbg2 is fo fit the 
predicted lepto” decay specrrum to the observed one 
in order to determine MC and Ms. With hard glue” 
radiation effects included = good fit is obtained for 

MC = 1.75 Ge”, MS = 0.5 L&Y. (5.5) 

these values allow a predictian of the total lifetimeg2 

To q 5 x lOl3 sec. 

While iSOfOpiC spin selection rules require 

roe w - ro+ w, (5.6) 

the prediction 

Too (all) = ro+ (all) (5.7) 

is specific to the above model, and does “ac =eem to be 
supporred by daras’ presented at ihe conference” 
Corrections could arise from final sL=c= interactions 
among the final stare quarks in Fig. 15, but the 
approximate scaling observed in Gargamelle neucrino 
events and e+e- =""ihilatia"s =t momentum transfers as 
low as those relevant to charm decay suggest fhaf final 
state inreractians should not drastically wdify the 
estimate "f inclusive decay rates. A differenr decay 
mechanism, which contributes only to Do decay for 
Cabibbo favored nodes is the qs "annihilacio"" pr"c=s= 
of Fig. 17a. Via a Pierr transfornarion it is equiva- 

lenr IO the diagram OF Fig. 17b, and a “parton model” 
estimate with hard g1uon vertex carrecrions included 
gives: 

r annihilation f. 2 = A2 0 s I 10 
(5.S) 

r 
e;i 2 -2 $-) 

c+sua 3 4 TI 
mC 

where the evaluation on the right hand use= the mass 
values (5.5) which some theorists would consider opti- 
mistic, and fD. f, are the D- and pion-axial current 
coupling, constants: the ratio (fD/f,)’ has bee” ati- 
maredg” to be of order 10. The suppressian of the 
annihilation mechanism is due co the same helicity 

ca”set-~atiO” effect which suppresses the t,” modes of 
Pseud"sc=l=r decays. However, this suppression need 
not be oper=ci~e if Lhe final state quark pair is 
emitted cogecher with a hard gluon via Fig. 18 because 
in this cases6 the final sc=te (=a) system can have 
J=l. Another possible mechanism for enhancement of I," 
"on-lepranic decays is resonance domi"="ceg' 

Do= co+, o-js I - hadrons. (5.9j -1 strong 

Since final =t=tes from D+ decay are exaric, they would 
not be enhanced by this mechanism. However, the weak 
~ransitio” in (5.9) is again forbidden in Lhe chiral 
symlerric quark model. I” addition, data” presented 
here suggest that * and D+ lifetimes are similar, 
whereas the above mechanism= should also enhance E+ 
decays - one reservation being that color factors are 
such that the mechanism analogous to Fig. 18 far F+ 
dec=y requires,emission of two glwns. 

5.2 D decays: two body. The effective "on- 
leptonic charm changing inceractio" in the CIH-IM model 
is (dropping Dir== matrices) 

HGIM3 (:s, (8”) + ecd(:d) (2”) + eus (ss, (8”) + h.c. 

+..... 

(5.10, 

The Cablbbo allowed IASl-1 piece h== U-1. IU31=l, 
where U-spin is the SU(2) subgroup of flavor WWF) 
which mixes s and d. The “first Cabbibo forbidden” 
AS-O piece has U5=0 and in the limit of the GIH four 
flavor model: BCd = 4,s has u-1. since DO is a u- 
spin singlet and (K’,n-) form U-spin doublets one gets 
a simple W(3) re1atian9a 

r(oo+h-) = T(D%+T) = tan2ac rw+m+) 
(5.11) 

Present d=t=” suggest that this relation may be 
rather strongly violated. While the experimental 
errors are still too large to confirm a discrepancy, 
theorists have offered various suggestions ea explain 
a deviation from (5.11). 

--Gf (a) -eve 
*-. 

%isqd 
N-4 

Fig. 15 Parto” model far char;n decay without (.a) and 
with (b) hard Sluon radiative corrections 

/O 



a) W(3) breaking effects generally tend to 
favor the KK Cabihbo suppressed mode over the ,,I, mode, 
in accordance with observation. In a simple quark 
model. the decays (5.11) occur via the diagram of 
Fig. 19 (similar diagrams describe reasonably 
vells’Jou 41,3i2 rransitions in strnn~eness changing 
decays) with natrix elements proportional LO: 

r(D .. PP’) = f $ cn:, - ><, c P jqicl D > 
(5.12) 

Fig. 16 Hard glum bremssrrahlun mechanism which 
softens lepton spectrum in semi-leptanic D-decay 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 17 “Annihilation” diagram (a) far 
0’ * hadrons and (b) its Fierr transform 

;yj?--,; + ;-*J, 
Fig. 18 Possible mechanism for Do decay enhancement 

IO the Orsay “an-relativist~,lquark model wave func- 
tion overlap integrals give 

<K /stcl D > > <n /dtcl D ) , 

and from experiment we know’Pz~‘o” that fK > f . 
hnather SU(3) breaking mechanism could”* ark: frame 
the penguin diagram of Fig. 20 whith has [AUI-0 and 
“=“iSheS in the limit of s, d mass degeneracy: simi- 
lar diagrams are thought”” 

Pig. i9 Quark made1 diagram for Z-body D-decay 

c 

3.r 
‘“, @” 

is 
Fig. 20 Penguin diagram far Z-body D-decay 

CO be important in enhancing the AI=112 amplitudes in 
K-decay. However, the Feynman integral which deter- 
mines the Fermi coupling constant of the effective 
four-quark operator eives” (in lowest order and 
negkiting c&r-fae&rs; the result of a more car- 
rect”’ treatment is similar): 

*r r(l4, en 
n2+2z(l-z) - 

(5.13) 

d 



since the merage mOment”m k2 transmitted by the g1uon 

in charm decay is characterized by the c mass: 

kz - “; )> Mf , “; 

we get G; = of; - M$/H; instead Of c; = 
for K-decay' 'I. 

; en (Mpg) 

b) Final state interactions!"' could modify the 
simple picture of Fig. 14 and could enhance the K+K- 
final state if for example there wereg7 a nearby spin 
zero resonance which is mostly 5.. In the absence of 
final state interactions, the model of Fig. 15 pre- 
dictssg.90 

T(Do * R n+) = 40r(D" + K0 no) = 1.6r(D+ * !? "+). 

(5.14) 

A test of the last relation depends on whether the 
reported9' lifetime difference turns ouc CO be real, 
b"t the relation between the charged and ne~utral final 
states in Do decay is apparently not satisfied'"6 
Suggesting that fin.91 SLBCC interactions (Or SO",e other 
mechanism) is indeed at work. 

c) Deviations from the GIM CUrre"t'oz are cer- 
tainly expecred through mixing with :ap and bottom 
quarks. but the limits on mining angles discussed 
above suggest that these effects shauld be small. 
Turning the problem around, if one neglects S"(3) 
breaking effects, S"(3)sum rules can be used with the 
data co me2.rure the heavy quark mixing angles. For 
example ooe gets'0': 

r(D+*++) - pldj2, r(DO'K%F, = /9cd + e,,1* 
r(n++ih+) 

(5.15) 

The prwently measured decay modes do not allav a 
direct extraction of these quantities because they in- 
volvs a superposition of /ADI= and JAUi=O amplitudes. 
Instead one can exploit triangle inequalities to 
obtain'"': 

0.20 2 0.06 5 lecd - eusj 5 0.54 r 0.06 (5.16) 

for a quantity which red"ces2/e"9~ = 0.46 in the 
CIM four flavor limit. This result shows that the 
measured deviation fram.(5.11) does not require large 
t.b mixing, but in order to understand a ratio a~, large 
as 

rm f K+K- 
r(o f T+T-) = 

3 

without invoking SU(3) breaking "or large mixing would 
require a rather large enhancement of the IA@ = 0 
-vlit"de relative to liU/ = 1. A possible mechanism 
is "ia the Penguin diazram of Fig. 20 with s,d replaced 
by b. giving 

!.YC.kE _ en(Ht/+) iecb 
%ig 

+, = (0.28 ;:;;, lehcl 
c 

en (2/i?) t e' 
(5.17) 

mile the logarithmic enhancement factor in (5.17) may 
be somewhat more important than the analaeous fat- 
tar in K - TTI, there is a double Cabibbo suppression 
and in addition the matrix element enhancement of the 
penguin operator is probably less important than far 
K-decay. The point is that matrix elements of the 
four fermion Y-A operator are suppressed by approximate 
chiral symaetry, while the penguin o~eratorr which can 
have a right banded quark coupled to the &on, is 

..t’““. Chiral symmetry is less relevant for charm 
decay; using a valence quark model for the matrix 
elements one loses a factor MS/MC in going from K- 
decay to charm decay. 

It may well be that some combination of the"' 
effects discussed above contrive to suppress the pi,, 
mode relative LO the prediccioil (5.11). At any rate 
the present state of the data and of theoretical under- 
standing do not yet allow the conclusion that a more 
interesting mechanism like Riggs meson exchange 
need be invoked. 

5.3 Strangeness changing decays. The long 
standing issues in kaon and hyperan decays are why 
IAIl - l/2 amplitudes are enhanced by typically a 
factor 20 in amplitude relative to IAIl - 3/Z ampli- 
tudes, and why decay rates are enhanced by roughly 
the same factor relative to non-leptonic rates. There 
are now high statistics data on R- decay, and in part- 
cular the res~lt"~ 

rw- + z On-) F 2.94 f 0.35 
r(n- + z -+ J 

(5.18) 

to be compared with the AI = l/2 prediction of 2.0. 
The result (5.18) represents a deviation from the AI= 
l/2 rule of about 201, considerably larger than pre- 
"io"sl~ measured deviations of 5%. This result was 
actually predicted"' using the various tools of QCD 
and QAD phenomenology which have been developed through 
attempts to understand taqn and hyperon decay. Several 
effects have been found which favor IAIl - l/2 ampli- 
cu.dess*: 

a) Hard 8l"on corrections to the~"-~ four fermion 
coupling enhance"' IAS = l/2 amplitudes relative to 
IAIl - 3/Z by about a factor of 4. 

b) In the non-relativistic quark model, matrix 
elements of the IAIl - 3/Z part of the effective weak 
hamiltonian vanish"' between baryon states; these 
matrix elements give the dominant contribution in the 
chiral limtt. 

c) Penguin diagrams. which contribute only to 
AI - l/2 transitians"'~8s,'0" have enhanced matrix 
element~'~" if the four fermion operator acts on bath 
valence quarks in the psevidoscalar wave function, 
because of the chiral properties discussed above. 

Recently two groupdLL have analyzed kaon and 
hyperon decay using the above ingredients with stan- 
dard PCAC techniques "'and the MIT bag model"' to 
estimate matrix elements. With no parameters to be 
fitted they find a satisfactory description of kaon 
and s-wave baryon decay amplitudes. but p-wave ampli- 
tudes are generally too small by a factor of about one 
half. Their general conclusion is thar all of the 
above effects play a role in the observed IAII - l/2 
enhancement, and there is no single predominant effect. 
In addition, the R-decay"O>"' rates are adequately 
described" ; they turn out to be predominantly p-wave 
"ith small decay asymmetries as confirmed"' for the 
AK final state. 

My om conclusion is that the AI = l/2 rule is 
understood within the current theoretical framework 
and the overall strength of non-leptonic amplitudes 
are also understood. although the details of their 
relative strengths is not yet fully accounted for by 
the theory. In particular. the failure to describe 
adequately both s- end p-waves in hyperon decay is an 
old problem"'which emerged from PCAC ailalysis as a 
consequence only of the V-A nature of the primary 
interaction and approximate chiral symmetry, praperties 



which remain unaffected by the more recent develap- 
merits. 

6. Conclusions 

My principal conclusion is Chat there is an honest 
theory of weak interactions, which I consider to be a 
major accomplishment of the past decade. There is 
still much work LO be done in pinning down the more 
elusive aspects of the theory and understanding better 
the dynamics. 

I have enjoyed instructive conversations with 
many colleagues. including John Ellis. Gene Calouich, 
Roberto Peccei. Chris Quigg, Graham Ross, Robert 
Schrock. Henry Tye and Tini “elman. I am grateful to 
the scientific secretary P. Q. Hung for help in pre- 
oaring the manuscript. 
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oiecussion 

(RODS, Helsinki) You s~=L= at the beginning quite 
zorrectly that SU(2)left x SU(21rigbc x "(1) was 
IOC re1evanc at the present energies. JWC co give 
you a q"antitaci"e figure if one takes any one of 
:hose models they have two z bosons. one Of them 
:omes 0Iit to he about the same as the Weinberg- 
&lam model and the other one "ow come= out 10 be 
rith 95% coofidence heavier than 220 Ge". 

7h. that's a "ice result. 

(Sanda. Rockefeller) I have a comment an D decays 
:o KK and IT*. My c0n!m**r is 0" IAle rele"a"ce of 
so-called penguin graphs to this particular 
>rocess. YOU have indicated chat the mame"L"m 
:ra"sferred tbmugh the gluon is small. Therefore. 
:he factor en [(ak2 + &l(ak2 + m&l is near zero. 
Lt seems that far the 2 body decay cake like this 
is very hard co rigorously argue the case for a 
rem. In fact, if you consider the facr that this 
is proporriona1 to the running coupling constant 
x(k2). it might perhaps favor small k2. So that my 
3Cateme"t is that one should not naively dismiss 

A. 

9. 

9. 

Q. 

A. 

9. 

A. 

this kind of a possibility and vhecher rbe diagram 
is re1evanc or not stloould be up to further expert- 
mental studies. 

Okay, uy own feeling is thst on cbe average it 
should be something large but, in any case. you 
can't calculate reliably etlar contribution 
because you will get zero in the usual approxima- 
tion. 

So it should be left up to the experimentalist to 
-*erify whether ito5 zero or not. 

(Rosen, Los Alamos) I'd like t" point out chat 
there's one imporrant aspect in which the stan- 
dard Salam-Weinberg model has not yet been 
subjected to a really Severe experimental test. 
And that is in the absolute sign of the mpli- 
rudes. From v-quark and e-quark neucra1-current 
scacCeri"p, one can determine the cou,Ai"g 
Constants up to an overall sign. This sign can 
be measured by ecudying the interference berwee" 
charged- and neutral-currents. The only experi- 
menu that speaks to that issue at all is etle 
reaCL"r experiment "f Ileines and company an.3 if 
you examine the data very carefully ynu find that 
the errors on rhe experiment ac this time are 
really much coo large to decide the isss~e one way 
or the other. 

(Schapper, DEW) You didn't men~io" any models 
where you have a second 113 quark instead of a t- 
quark. Could you comment "n that? 

No. I have little to say. My prejudice is 
strongly in favor of the doubler structure. 

msner, Minnesota) can you COmenC on experi- 
mental limits e+e- SoinS ro E+H- and what is the 
lower limit of the Higgs mass that such experi- 
ments exclude. 

I'm not sure. me contribution to R 15 about 114. 
Is there anybody here from DESY who c"uld comment 
on this? It would he nice to set a limit, I agree 
vie you. 


